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Extend Wood Ceiling Designs Outdoors with New WoodWorks®
Linear Exterior Solid Wood Panels from Armstrong Ceilings

Western Hemlock Panels Allow for Exterior Use 

LANCASTER, Pa. – The beauty and warmth of solid wood linear ceiling panels can now
be extended from indoors to outdoors with the introduction of WoodWorks® Linear
Exterior Solid Wood Panels from Armstrong Ceiling Solutions.

Made from Western Hemlock, the panels are specially manufactured to withstand outdoor
conditions, making them suitable for use on the underside of soffits, overhangs, and other
exterior surfaces that are not directly exposed to the elements.

Seamless Transition

WoodWorks Linear Exterior Solid Wood Panels give designers the flexibility to achieve the
same linear wood look for both interior and exterior applications, creating a seamless
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transition for dramatic indoor-to-outdoor design.

The linear wood panels are 12" x 96" in size and are available with both three-inch and
five-inch plank widths. The panels are easily installed by screw-fastening them to a 15/16"
Prelude® XL Exterior suspension system.  The use of black suspension system creates a
dramatic visual as grid visually disappears.

New Clear Coat Finish

Panels are offered in a choice of six standard finishes, including a new Clear Coat finish
that accentuates the grain of the Western Hemlock panels. Other standard finishes
include Maple, Light Cherry, Dark Cherry, Walnut, and White. Custom stains are also
available. 

For more information about WoodWorks Linear Exterior Solid Wood Panels, visit
armstrongceilings.com/woodworks, chat live, or call a U.S. based TechLine expert at 1-
800-276-7876.

About Armstrong World Industries 
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a global leader in the design and manufacture of
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions. For
more information, visit www.armstrongceilings.com.

Armstrong World Industries 
2500 Columbia Ave. 
Lancaster, PA 17603
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